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Importance
A successful first 100 days will set the
tone and demonstrate:
• Visible leadership – a decision
making body that takes action
• Clinical leadership – at the heart of
the local health economy
• Accountable leadership – in control
of the services commissioned
• Collective leadership – working
together to improve health outcomes
for local people
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Focus
Launch event; vision,
strategy, priorities,
values & behaviours

Strategic/commissioning
decision points known

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annual planning
mechanisms in place

Shaped plans for
market shaping
Outcome-based
mid/long term vision
quantified & shared

Clear understanding
of LA pressures on
CCG intentions

Full extent of 3rd parties
being used is known

Contracts delivering
as expected

Fully prepared for a
‘Francis’ type review of
commissioned services

Quality framework
operating and in use

Forecasts updated to reflect
provider contracts

CCG leadership
team effective

Month 1 CSU support is
delivering what we want

Supplier risk
quantified

Risk assessed QIPP
plans in place

Quarterly review
performance
process tested

M2 performance
report reviewed

CCG-wide M1
lessons learnt
session on QIPP

M1 QIPP success
shared with
patients

M1 performance
report reviewed
3 year financial
plan set out

Business intelligence
needs revised

Strategic risks
mitigated

First 100
days

Clear view of
risks to vision

Objectives set for
‘top team’

Decision making
happening as
expected

Talent management/
succession planning

CCG actions taken
are clear to patients &
stakeholders

Feedback from
members shows
they’re engaged

Reviewed/reflected
on any incidents

CSU: test and refine
KPIs and specs

Primary care links
capturing experience
issues early; Yellow Card

CCG leadership
coaching underway
Information flows
working as expected:
safeguarding/SIs

Joined-up objectives (and
influenced others)

2013/14 workforce
development plan in place

Canvassed views about ‘top
table’ performance objectives
Canvassed views of
employing entities about
managing workforce
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Workforce size, shape,
structures, connections
teams, clear across CCG

Addressing key priority
areas: pathway redesign;
transformation of services

Capturing patient
experience for early
warning

Clinicians engaged across
whole patient network/
health economy

Know how CSU specs
add value with patient
experience insight

Reviewed risks
post PCT
handover

Governance
arrangements
are working
Early conflicts
resolved effectively

Governing Body confident
with plans and know they
are safe

Established processes
both Clinical Audit and
Internal Audit

Post-authorisation outcomes
informing governance
improvement arrangements
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Actions

What steps will you take in the first 100 days as
clinical commissioners to make change come
about?
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Further thoughts

Booklet
First 100 days’
agenda:

Top Tips

Publications / Webcasts
http://www.pwc.co.uk/ccgs

Healthcare Blog – Public Sector Matters
http://pwc.blogs.com/publicsectormatters/healthcare/
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This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does
not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this
publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or warranty
(express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained
in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its
members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of
care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the
information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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